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Flyer alleging
rape stirs SU
response
by Elmer Abbo
Stoff Reporter

The Student Union made a recommendation at the Student Union
meeting on Tuesday that a Rape
Committee be formed "to explicitly arrive at a prevention program
for rape and [establish] realistic
means for dealing with rape on
our campus."
The recommendation, presented by Joseph Cimperman, SU
president, states that "rapes have
allegedlyoccurredonourcampus"
and notes the need to address this
problem in a manner that minimizes "divisional lines and destructive confrontations" and
promotes a concerted effort to stop
rape and protect the victim. The
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Student files report claiming racial
harrassment by campus security
by Mark Schreiner

In the early morning of July 9,
as a summer
orientation advisor was allegedly
racially harrassed by a John Carroll
University security officer in front
of East Hall. The incident went
unaddressed by the racial
harrassment policy because structures under it had not been implemented.
The alleged incident occurred
as the student, who is AfricanAmerican, was entering the
building.
According to an incident report
filed by the student, the officer
farst asked what the student's
business was in entering the hall
and then aslced for the student's
key.
Other summer orientation advisors approached the scene to
confum that the student was a
summer orientation advisor, acat student working

cording to the repon. The scene
ended when the officer handed the
student's keys to another orientation advisor. When asked about
the alleged incident, campus se~
curity had no comment
Ron Oleksiak, director of Multiculural Affairs indicated that
some time later a meeting was
held between all participants in
the incident He said the meetings,
"were an ad hoc thing," and were
"not official," noting that the
university's Policy on Racial
Harrassment was not currently in
force .
At this meeting, Oleksiak said,
"all interested parties agreed not
to pursue the matter further if two
criteria were met The criteria
were: thatJCU security and other
campus adminstrators recieve diversity training (conducted by the
Office of Multicultural Affairs],
and that the Racial Harrassment
Hearing Board be implemented as
soon as possible."

The student said that it was a
"lukewarm agreement"
The Racial Harrassment Hearing Board is part of the provisions
included in the university's Policy
on Racial Harrassment, a document drafted last semester under
the direction of then-Executive
VicePresidentRev.JohnSchlegel,
S.J.

The policy states that, "Individuals engaging in [racial or
ethnic harrassment] will be subjected to appropriate sanctions."
The newly appointed Academic VicePresidentRev. Vincent
M. Cooke, who is currently in
charge ofimplementing the policy,
has said that the harrassment policy
has not been implemented because
ithasbeensentforfutherapproval
to the University Council.
The council, a board consisting
ofstudents and faculty, is slated to
have the document and its parts
completed by the end of this
month, according to Cooke.
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Life, including resident assistants,
faculty, and representatives from
the Student Union at large. The
recommendation wi11 be presented
to Dr. James Lavin, vice president
for student affairs.
The recommendation came in
response 10 copies of a flyer that
were found hanging in residence
halls and academic buildings early
this week. The flyer states that
women have been raped in the
campus dorms and implicates the
administration in a cover up of
these crimes. Adding that the alleged rapists are still on campus,
the poster calls for individuals 10
take action by calling an administrator, talking about the issue,
writing a letter, and initiating education and mobilization efforts.
When approached for comment, Fran McCaffrey, director of
campus security, refused, saying,
"ldon'ttalktoTheCarrollNews."
According to Joe Farrell, dean
of students, incidents of rape have
allegedly occurred on campus:
however, he said the University
has not been involved in any cover
ups of such incidents.
"Our policy is to involve the
police in any rape situation and we
have always held that policy," said
Farrell. "By law iflbelievethere's
a felony [on campus] I have to
report it [But] we have to be
aware to the sensitivity and feel-

ings of the alleged victims," he
added.
Rape is a first degree aggravated felony punishable by five to
25 years in prison under Ohio Jaw,
according to Roland More, director of public relations and education at the Rape Crisis Center.
Legally, rape is a type of sexual
assault which involves two elements: force or the threat of force
and sexual conduct. Sexual conductrefers to penetration, however
slight, of another's vagina, mouth,
or anus. Sexual assualt is a more
general term that includes a variety of sexual offenses, such as
sexual battery and gross sexual
imposition in addition to rape.
Farrell said that in the last year
there have been two sexual incidents "that I thought necessary to
involve the police. I can't report
on any one ancident, out if there
was [one] , then the police were
involved."
Sgt. Charles Turner of the
University Hctghts Police
Deptartment described the relallonship between the University
and police as good and cooperative
in regards to rape. To the best of
his knowledge he could not recall
anyparticu1aral1egedcampusrape
continued on page 5
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EDITORIAL
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Administration must address racial incident
If someone were to lift up the rug that lies under the
John Carroll administrators, they might be frightened
by all that has been swept under it. This statement
rings especially true for the administrators who have
dealt with the racial harassment policy.
Last spring JCU unveiled their first racial harassment policy. The policy offered no surprise or controversy. It is a basic
statement, which asserts that which is obvious- racial harassment is
detrimental for the community. The policy did not take any strong position,
but nonetheless was viewed as a step in the right direction.
However a great flaw in the policy was discovered this summer when a
student was the victim of racial harassment It was discovered that the
policy could not work if it was not implemented. Words in the policy imply
action, but our institution still hasn't activated the provisions made in the
policy.
Rather than the incident being dealt with for what it was, racial harassment, it can now never be more than an accusation. Because the board was
not ready for action, the victimized student could not receive the proper
treatment, treatment promised to him by the university's policy.
Instead of action to deal with the appalling offense, the administration
dealt us compromises, with the hope that the situation would be swept
under the rug and forgotten.
The response to the harassment was a two part compromise. The
administration assured those involved that the Racial Harassment Hearing
Board would be established immediately. Also, they promised that
Carroll's security force, as well as all administrators would receive diversity
training.
During their orientation, resident assistants were instructed in diversity
...JIIIIIU..Put &bil ~tioll. even the compromises haven't been meL Funber
approval from the University Council is obstructing the activation of the
Hearing Board.
It is hard to distinguish which is more disturbing- the inexcusable
incident of racial harassment that occurred, or that the administration has
yet to truly serve the victimized student. The case has yet to be heard,
security refuses to comment, and justice is left unserved.
Until we work to understand exactly what happened and why, similar
situations will crop up all over our community. It is our duty to insure that
the administration is not allowed to push this under its rug. We must strive
to bring about education and awareness so that incidents like this one don't
ever reflect a pattern of treatment of minorities on our campus.
The severity of this offense deserves more than compromises.
Theadministration must take serious disciplinary action against the offending officer.

Let's End This Once And For All

Rape needs clear response
News of sexual violence on campus is alarming. However, it is
extremely important that the community proceed with the utmost caution. Emotions are an inherent concern in times of hun and confusion.
The situation John Canoll University seems to find itself in now is just
such a time.
Dean Joseph F~U admits that sex.ual violence Qid indeed <X;c.UQ
campus ast year, but could not be publicized because the victims did not
want to pursue the criminal. The indignation many studentS feel at being
so unaware of the events that took place around them is justified. We
depend on infonnation to define how we live our daily lives. It is
important to demand disclosure of rape, and all crimes, so that informed
decisions may be made.
Even more important, though, is that justice and care for the victims
be foremost in a reaction to rape. The Student Union's recommendation
for a rape committ_eee does well to follow that. The university should not
stand idle on this issue. A defiant reaction to rape is demanded.

hits and misses
I

MISS: Sixty some students gathered
for 6:30p.m. mass last Saturday processed
out of St. Francis Chapel at 6:35, having
been infonned that there were no Jesuits, or
priests, to be found on campus available to
celebrate mass. Whilecommunication often
breaks down, the no-show by the Jesuit
community coincides very sorely with a
new committee on the Jesuit nature of the
University. Thccommiueeshould be aware
that a Jesuit presence should be just as
strong in the chapel as in the classroom.
MISS: The annual Mass of the Holy
Spirit. held in Gesu Parish Church on
Sunday, is meant to promote a sense of a
community praying together for a blessed
and productive year ahead. That sense of
community was extremely diluted when
Rev. Michael Lavelle and the 12 Jesuit
priests concelebrating the mass processed
out by exiting through the front of the
church, whereupon they quietly escaped
into the night out a side exit What would
have been nice is for the "leaders" of our

community to have greeted and mingled
with the student body after mass.
HIT: The Student ActivitieS/Student
Union sponsored performance by the
singing duo "Company" in the Wolf-n-Pot
last Saturday was quite a success, except
for the lack of anendants. The 25 or so that
did attend had been persuaded by word of
mouth to auend, and enjoy it they did.
Future entertainment acts deserve an active
advertising to interest the student body in
attending.
MISS: University students display great
maturity ...most of the time. Those few
instances of group mentality rear their ugly
head, though. Such was the case as Carroll
students gathered eagerly for the buses to
transport them to the Flats last Wednesday
evening. The eagerness turned into brutality, as many tried to shove their way onto
the buses, injuring a few with sprained
ankles and skin abrasions. Next time, let's
act a little more sensibly.
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Labels, Inedia bias render today's issues illegiti~nate
by Sutton Kinter
Forum Writer

In the mediums ofprintjoumalism and television news,
labels are frequently used for ostensibly descriptive purposes. An intention tO inform that is often applied in a
negligent fashion, is thus misconstrued and in tum becomes malicious. This may sound surprising, but the subtleties
of labelling are evident when one examines the context in
which they are used.
For example, ifa man disapproves of homosexuality, he
is labelled a homophobe by the media. This designation
infers a fear of homosexuals, or at least a misunderstanding
of their ideology.
We tend to accept these terms at face value without
probing reflectively upon the purported homophobe's
deeper feelings. In point offact, this very term "homophobe"
leads the casual readerto believe the labelled has a sickness.
Anytime someone lifts their voice to oppose any minority lobby he or she is labelled a racist. Once tllis tag is

letters io the editor
Tuition + $1 00 = Diploma
To the Editor:
This year I am looking so forward to my senior year,
culminating with my graduation in May.
But I now question if walking across the stage to receive
my diploma is worth $100.
I find it hard to believe that after paying tuition for four
years, my classmates and I arc expected to pay an additional
L.....-~~00
·v
nor we have worked so hard for.
'M"y question ts:
ere
f"Andwfiy
has the graduation fee been doubled since last year?
I find this very unfair.
Meg PinkertOn
Class of 1992
Editor's note: According to Edward Schaefer, VICe
presidenJ for business, graduation fees provide roughly
half the cost of commencement. Fee increases are made
time to time, with no percentage in mind. Schaefer does
not anticipate another increase for approximately five
years.

TM~NNJwdccmes~t&tbeedl«w.LettersmOard
bt t]ped or edaen¥be rell$0!Wlf)' Jqlbte. Also. pkla$e lndude a
#jaamrulldaphoauaaaberfDrwrifkatJon, LettersibeWdM
$Ubmltted to dte-CN qftke{Req.ls; Lowa- Le-vel) by l2 np~ ·
tlieMonda.7 P!iort(tpublkadon;.~CN ..-ermtft:erfcb,t~edit
h!ttm~1~~5Q~~crlarftf;,Mdnsldfft.sto"CI(IWOll~ew:
~enatlleEdltclr... AU lettn~ toftftmaeoaad aooa}.mot.s

ldteis .a,-e aJDIOA otver used. Ail letters •llmltte.l become
properi.J' (Jf dte CN and c:allltot beo:r~-

This space is
empty because

YOU

didn't write a
letter to the editor.
Keep us
informed...

applied, all rational arguments this person may have are out
the window.
Of course this person may take into account economic
considerations or a possible souring of race relations, yet
the media defines this person as unsympathetic to minority
needs or of a supremacist disposition.
Across this land, papers and networks constantly reveal
their decidedly anti-conservative b1as. Locally, The Plain
Dealer has taken a pro-abortion stance to the point that it
distOrtS the news of pro-life activists, making them out tO
be fascist vigilantes. Fundamentalism is equated with
fanaticism. Recently the National Rifle Association (NRA)
tried tO air its side in opposing the "Brady Bill" through
television commercials. CBS repeatedly denied its ads and
monies, claiming that the ads were too controversial. As a

last resort, the NRA submitted a commercial depicting
hunters, which had nothing to do w1th the "Brady Bill..
whatSOever. It was denied as well.
As the media conform tO the current trend of political
correctness, it loses more and more credibility and objectivity. There is no more gJVtng someone the benefit of the
doubt. Caught ph1landenng, front page. Guilty until acquitted, buried in the obits.
Does the media fear legitimizing two opposing arguments, thus losing the Simple good versus evil connotations
that our generally apolitical society is more apt to deal
with? The media's role is not to pass judgement. It is to
report divisions from all sides, not create a greater rifL
Biased coverage opens a perilous pit leading only to hurls
of insults, not halls of debate.

Winds of change bring fresh
air to Dolan, enlightenment to
Sutowski
At the end of last men who lived in Dolan before and after the reformation.
year housing de- One young man said: "Thissuclcs,it's too clean. This isn't
cidedtOexperiment. Dolan, this is a monastery.' A Green GatOr said they
They decided to should "get da broades outta here" [his spelling}.
But not all were so unwclcoming of the change. Mike
make some new traditions. They didn't Cardamone and Glen Toczydlowski said, they like it
worryabouttheway because they might get some work done this year. They
things were in the believed that it wasn'ttoodiffcrcntfrom last year, but that
past, but decided to it was "quieter." They believed that some tradition was
be brave and step being broken, but seemed to be deahng well w1th the
forward with their change.
naew1deas.:
~~ln'J in uisia.ion lbcn br
Lm 10 the lhce :rim
only problem is that Martcle, RHD, the brave man who has~ assigned •
sometimes bravery residence hall director of Dolan Hall. Tim said, "so far, so
can be the same good." He also said that the first floor rocks, bul there arc
thing as foolishness, but is this true in the case of our few problems. He noted that "some girls do seem to be at
home."
housing department?
One problem is that some of the girls' dresses don' t fit
I am referring to the Sutowski-Dolan situation.
Last year you left with apprehensions and concerns m the wardrobes because the dresses are too long, or the
about how the new situation was going to work out. You wardrobes too short. Another problem is enforcing the
thought: "Let me get this right, they are going to put a after hours visitation poltcy. Tim said he often fmds
bunch of women in the notOriously dangerous, all male, himself saying things like, "Sir [Miss} you can't go ontO
Dolan Hall. The same Dolan Hall that has been all male that floor. The elevator can't stop here after hours for you,
since its conception? How will those poor women deal go where you belong." But this isn'tanything Tim didn't
with the abused and dilapidated halls of Dolan? How will deal with in East Hall last year.
I continued my investigating in the hall that is carrying
they be able tO live among the ruins of the generations that
thcLOrchoftheDolanTradition,thenewall-maleSutowslci
have dwelled there before them?"
My friend, I tOO have had these questions in mind; Hall. I was immediately greeted by the first floor sign that
therefore I set out on a journey tO answer these questions read: "It's the cracked ones that let the light into the world.
Sutowski: a state of mind."
that could go unanswered no longer.
I found some guys who lived in Dolan last year, but
I ftrst approached some young ladies that I recognized
as new Dolanites. The trio of Cathy Spicer, Amy Gohr, moved into Sutowski because of the policy switch.
Those I interviewed, namely John Ross, Alex Spinor,
and Jen Souza agreed that they liked their new home.
Remarking that the bathrooms "are beuer than they were and John Zgonc, were happy with the change. They liked
last year." Ofcourse they wouldn't tell me how they knew the bigger rooms (more area to party). They were happy
that, so I just tOOk their word for iL The three concurred to be living in a nicer dormitory and seemed to have
a respect for it that they couldn't have for Colon- oops I
that there was "no guy smell left."
But they did not think the remnants ofchewing tobacco mean Dolan. Oneofthemen respectfully said, "I think I'll
and old food that were on the ceiling were very attractive try tO make it to a garbage can when I vomit now," but
pointed out that the grate beneath his window would also
reminders of what had come before.
The girls believe that there are several perks to living make a decent target.
The only flaw the men could fmd with their new abode
in the new and improved "chick-a-fied" [their term]
Dolan Hall. You can stay in the building after hours and was the lack of urinals. They said,"wedon'tliketopeeon
it's legal. There is new paint on the walls and new carpet the seaL"
After much investigation we can see that the changes
on the floors. It's close to the chapel for nighttime prayer
vigils, close to the cafeteria entrance, and is neighbor tO housing made were not done foolishly.
The situation is, so far, working out well. But as they
crazy Rodman Hall. So it's easy to stay in touch with all
say in Sutowski Hall, "It's the cracked ones that let the
of your favorite Jesuits.
Furthering my investigation, I interviewed some young light into the world."
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This summer I left the lounge
and had the opportunity to see all
that goes on in the swnmer here at
John Carroll University. I was
surprised to see that the campus
does not shut down and continues
to keep active in any number of
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Carroll, clowns, cash and the Quad
programs and activities.
Meandering my way toward
East Hall one afternoon I was
stanled to see a number of very
attractive young ladies who were
obviously perplexed by the construction talcing place on the as yet
"unsigned" Belvoir Avenue.
seemingly lost on our beautifully
landscaped campus (kept that way
by the ever-present blue-shirted
grounds crew summer help).
They were here for a Freshman
orientation, so I helped them with
their sense of direction (remem-

ber, still no signs) and remained
pleased with myselftherestofthe
day for helping the next generation
of Carroll students.
The sounds of laughing and
the clomping of oversized shoes
filled my ears this summer as Carroll was once again the home of a
clown convention. With such a
collection of clowns now inhabiting the residence halls and the
f1tst floor of the Ad building, it
only seems appropriate that we
have a convention on our fair
grounds, eh?

Our fair campus was never
quite so beautiful though, as it was
just before reunion weekend. Unfortunately, it wasn't quite so
beautiful during the days following Reunion '9l. Long after the
alumni left, the tire tracks from
drunkenalwnni driving stolen golf
carts remained, as did theflauened
grass from the sheets of plywood
which covered the quad for the
numerous beer tents. Apparently
if you give enough money to the
school you can do whatever you
want at John Carroll.

As a matter of fact, a person
can even buy the Quad, the Ad
building or even a lounge if they
have enough money according to
recently published university reports. For just 1.5 million dollars
you can buy the quad and name it
anything you want Just imagine
the "Goodyear" Quad, or the
Kellogg's Cracklin' Oat Bran
Quad, or even the Keystone Light
Quad. Oh, what fun we could
have if only we had the cash. Just
remember: "Still, no organized
sports."

·Signs, signs, everywhere signs...
by Patrick McGill
Forum Ecfrtor
I thinkitwas back in the 1960's
when President Johnson's wife,
ak.a. Lady Bird, began an ambitious project to rid the nation's
highways of unsightly billboards
and other extraneous clutter.
It appears as if the powers-

that-bein University Heights have
crushed the previous efforts ofour
once activist First Lady.
The plethora of traffic signs on
the stretch of Belvoir between
Carroll and Washington Boulevards is not only ugly but rather
unnecessary.
There are over 50 traffic signs
in about 250 yards.

It's outrageous.
I would assume that evidenced
by the multitude of traffic deaths
and carnage on Belvoir that these
signs are warranted? No?
Maybe they had a surplus of
signs and need to clean out their
warehouse before receiving a
whopping government sign contract?
Or is it that they are concerned
about our safety and that of local
motorists?
Hasn't anyone ever heard of
overprotection?
In any event, for whatever
reason, signs pollute our little
stretch of Belvoir, and are simply

The Univ. Hghts. sign department catches spelling errors as
well as The CN. (The correct spelling of our street is "Belvoir."]

annoying.
U one tried to read all those
signs while driving, one might
actually run down a Carroll student.
Ormaybe,justmaybe,even hit
one of the odious signs and end its
meaningless existence.
Mrs. Johnson would be proud.

·photo by Mh SICCO

Clip-and-Save guides to the 'Belvoir Signs'
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Carroll ranks 84th in national
survey of educational value
by Taro Schmidtke
News Editor

In a national survey conducted
by Money Guide Magazine, John
Carroll ranked 84th for schools
where students obtain the most for
their money.
According to Money Guide,
determining a school's value is
difficult. but this comprehensive
survey of 1,011 colleges provides
an accurate guide.
Two different criteria were used
to determine the school's rank:
tuition and educational quality.
According to Money Guide, the

ratio between tuition and quality
According to Tom Fanning,
determines the value.
assistantclirectorofadmissions, it
In order to compensate for the is exciting to be included among
differences between public and the top schools.
private schools, this survey used
"We're ecstatic about being
the out-of-state charges for the included," said Fanning.
public institutions.
Last year, the survey was
To examine the educational separated into two different polls
quality of the colleges, Money -one for private and one for public
Guide assessed a number of issues, colleges. John Carroll ranked 45th
including student-to-faculty ratio, in the private college_~tegory.
averageSATscores,thequalityof
This year. howe~th pubthe library, graduation rates, the lic and private institutions were
percentage of graduates who cam included in the same survey and
doctorates and the number of John Carroll was ranked 84th.
graduates who make Standard and John Carroll is one of only four
Poor's survey of 70,000 top cor- OhlocoJJeges which placed among
porate executives.
the top 100 schools.
"Cost is such an issue in college education. People want to
know that if they're going to pay
this much, they will get the value
of the education," said Fanning.

Lavelle travels to Spain
to explore lgnatian sites
by Anton Zuiker

Speaking anonomously, one
individual involved in the distribution of the flyer said that its
continued from page 1
purpose was to heighten awareincidents reported to the police in ness of rape on this campus and
the last two years. At the time not to create a "let's get them"
access to public records was un- mentality against the administraavailable.
tion.
Due to the lack of prosecution
"I wanted to raise awareness
by the victim, Farrel Isaid the inci- that any instance in which a man
dents can only be referred to as forces a woman to have sex is a
alleged. In this case the Univer- rape and that thls does happen on
sity has little option in pursuing the campus," the individual said.
prosecution without the testimony "I hope people focused on the fact
of the main witness, the victim.
rape has happened first-to help
According to Donna Byrnes, open dialogue."
director of housing, alleged rapes
"In regards to the administra"probably have occurred" but tive 'cover up,' I meant simply
prosecution not pursued due to the that regardless of whether the vicwishes of the victim. In regards to tim prosecutes, the campus as a
the flyer, Byrnes agreed that it is whole is unaware of such events,
possiblethatsuchasituationcould which I think is what is dangerous
be perceived as a cover up from because it keeps the door open for
students not familiar with the more rapes."
student's wishes.
"My main goal was achleved,
Byrnes explained that John people are talking about it.
Carroll's present policy in regards Hopefully, it will lead to a more
to incidences of rape is to first effective way of deterring rape,"
provide support and counseling said the individual.
for the victim from both on and off
Before passage of the recomcampus sources. The victim is mendation, Farrell and Byrnes
then presented with all options expressed that further discussion
and their potential consequences, of how to deal with rape on this
including prosecution. She said it campus would be welcome.
is not the policy for the University
"It's such a delicate area that I
to pursue proseeution over the think we need a lot more input
wishes of the victim.
on," said Farrell.

Rev. Michael Lavelle, S.J.,
president of the university, departed on Tuesday for a 10 day
tour of Ignatian sites in Spain.
This year marks the SOOth anniversary of the birth of SL Ignatius
of Loyola, and Lavelle's trip ts 10
include a visit to the birthplace of
the Society of Jesus founder.
Travelling with Lavelle is a
group of 30 alumni and members
of the Board ofTrustees, allied by
Rev. Emmanuel Carreira, S.J.
Carreira is a John Carroll Uni versity physics professor and native
of Spain.
Joining the John Carroll tour
group in Spain will be Doug
Bookwalter, assistant to the president. who is in Europe for personal reasons.
Thegroupisscheduledtoreturn
Sept. 24.
In an earlier tri to Euro last

May, Lavelle met with officials of
Charles University in Prague,
Czechoslovakia to solidify an
academic program planned for
next summer.
"The institute with Charles
University is with John Carroll
University generally, and the
Business School specifically, and
will take place next summer,"

Do
something
good.

Gerard Sheehan said.

JCU will train a group of
Charles faculty along with representatives of management and
labor from private corporations
continuing Czechoslovakia's
conversion from communism to a
free market state.
Funding for this institute wiJI
be provided in part by a grant of
$87,00 from the United States
Information Agency, according to
Mr. Paul Kantz, vice president for
development
As of now, there are no plans
set for the exchange of JCU students or faculty to travel to Prague,
according to Sheehan.
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Fulfill all your communications

requirements with one course.

A1MF Sl'UDENT
SAVERPWS

If you're looking for a simple way to handle all of your communications needs, theres one prerequisite. Join AT&T Student

Saver Pius. You'll be able to get an entire line of products and services designed specifically tO save college students time and money. 0 Our Reach Out*

-~-- ---·"6 Dl~........ z~::.:tfo\~
J.J lo

..
r,JJW.n nuT~.> T.
n~

could save you money, no matter w here and w hen you call. CaJI Managert

will

~-...;; ~
save you time by separating your long distance calls from your roommates' calls, for free. And the AT&T CaJiing Card makes it easy to call from

anywhere to anywhere. 0 And with AT&r, you'll always get the most reliable long distance service. 0 Plus, ifyou register for

any of our services-or lf~·re alreadyanAT&'I' customer -~·u

Ill
UiiH

get a free hours worth ofAT&T long distance calling.• As well as discounts

on all kinds of things, all ~round 0 So ask about AT&TStudent Saver Pius. You'll find that for this communications course, we did our homework

Join ATctTStudent Saver Plus today. Calli 800 654-0471 Ext. 4810.

ATs.T
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Marvelous memory selects its own thoughts
by Beverly 8eyette
(c) 1991, los Angeles Times

So you can quotc verbatim from
a Guy de Maupassant work that
you studied in junior high but you
just dialed a phone number and
can't remember whose? All it
means is that you're quite normal,
for memory is selective.
"We are amazing as storage
devices," says Robert A. Bjork, a
University of California, Los Angeles, psychology professor and
expert on memory. "There's apparently almost no limit to what
we can store in memory. But at
any one time we can have highly
selective access in the sense of
being able to recall.
"What'saccessibletousis very
dependent on our mood state, our
physical state, our environmental
surroundings, interpea-sonal surroundings."
For example: "If you're at a
high school reunion, or walking
around the
town in which
you grew up,
there will be
almost a rush
of memories
(causing) you

pier times in your life and forget
about the sad times," says Loftus.
"People remember their vacations
as being happier than they actually
were. They forget that it rained
and the car ran out of gas. You
remember things in seltX'tive ways
so your memory confonns to how
you "wished the past was."
None of this indicates any
mental aberration, she says. In fact,
"depressed people tend to dwell
on the bad stuff. Sometimes their
memories can be in some ways a
little more accurate."
Sherefers to memory as having
a "superiority complex. You remember that you gave more to
charity or your lcids walked and
talked at an earlier age than they
actually did. You conveniently
forget things that maybe were
embarrassing to you." This is different from lying, she says, in that
false memoriesare actually created
over time and that people recall
embellished or distorted events
with great conviction -"It's their

............. aorecall verus

~

and names you
might not have
thought about in decades."
Memory, Bjork says, IS not a
container that fills up; rather It's
"some sort of scaffolding structure"- the more it's built up, the
more places there are to put things.
"The memory machine is selective about what gets in and sclective about how it changes over
time," says Elizabeth Loftus, professor of psychology at the University of Washington and author
of several books on memory.
"You just remember the hap-

truth."
What has happened to the
original,accurate memory? Loftus
believes it may actually be destroyed.
"We'll show people an accident where a car goes through a
red light and then ask leading and
suggestive questions until we get
people to say it was a green light."
she says. Later, even under hypnosis, "that red light can't be
found.'' In a new book, "Witness
for the Defense," she explores

"how memory fails in criminal Social Security number because as one gets older, he adds, but
situauons, leadmg to conviction there is no necessity to retrieve it "even if your memory perforof the wrong person and other from memory - "We have it on a mance stayed the same, you'd
tragedies in the criminal justice card with us."
make somewhat more errors besystem."
Whether you remember what cause you do nothing but accumuLife's accumulation of memo- you learned in college depends, late names over your lifetime."
ries is warped through the retell- he says, on "how it matches your
Crealing challenges, having
ing process, too, Bjork says: "It life." As they say, the libcrnl arts hobb1es, engaging regularly in
may be that we end up
meaningful conversanot remembering this
tion can all "make a big
thing that happened
difference" in memory
when we were 12 in
retention, says Bjork.
some literal way, we
"If you sit around and
remember only what
~
reminisce about those
we recall about it."
few key events in your
Mark Rosenzweig,
life when you were
a University of Calicourting, the big game
fornia. Berkeley, psyin high school, or when
chologist with a longyou fought the war, that
time interest in the
can be a kind of trap for
brain mechamsms of memory, arc "what you have left when older people. They sit around
says, "The things that are impor- you've forgotten everything."
reminiscingaboutfcwerandfewer
tant, or have consequences for us,
When people express to him things and other things become
tend to be remembered. However, concern that they arc losing their less accessible in memory. That
we're awfully good in general at memory, Bjork has a "good news, could be a trap for anybody at any
remembering even the inconse- bad news" response: You haven't age."
quential."
forgotten. You simply can't reMemory plays tricks. People
But. he points out, there is a big call.
whogetpaidtohelpolhersincrease
difference between "what's stored
Hcasksrhetorically, "Does that their memory power offer such
in memory and what's available at mean everything you get exposed suggestions as kicking the drawer
any given moment for retrieval. to you remember forever? No. You closed after you put your car keys
We may not get access to it at the need to do what's necessary ini- inside and conjuring up bizarre
time we wanL"
tiallytogetthisstoredorintegrated images to remember names.
Access, he says, is detenntned in long-term memory."
(That's Mr. Crane; picture him
partly by "the extent to which one
"Given the storage character- with a giant crane atop his head).
· in lhe
ituati n · hen ist.i of the memory s tcm, we
However, Cl'q;pt in cases of
one first learned or first acquired do not really wanl everything lhal senility or diJease, Lofrus and
the infonnation.lf you want to be exists in our memory to be retriev- others who chart memory agree
able to do a perfonnancc that de- able. How slow and confusing the theredocsnothavctobcadr.lmatic
pends on memory, the more you're process would be," says Bjork. . drop after age 65. Studies show
able to practice in the situation in
With age, people show rcla- some decline but. Loftus asks,
which you 'reexpectcd toperfonn, uvely little loss in semantic · "Arc they not absorbing (informemory (knowledge ba'>c), or in mation) as well, or don't they rethe beuer off you'll be."
People remember frivolous, procedural memory, wh1ch IS how trievc it as well?"
Loftus and BJork dismiss the
useless bits of mformation both todosomething.Episodicmemory
JiaUer,
and
it
is
what
theory
that people are suffering
is
a
different
because an event initially had an
determines
whether
you
remeinmemory
lapses simply because of
impact on them and because each
ber
the
name
of
someone
you
just
information
overload in the '90s.
time that memory is retrieved it
met
or
whether
you
have
told
a
An
interested,
active person, they
becomes more retrievable in the
to
a
particular
persay,
will
retain
good memory
particular
story
future, Bjork says.
"Usc
it
or
lose
it." Loftus
son.
power.
Conversely, a person may not
be able to recall something like a
One does tend to forget names advises.
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Lecture series to take hard
look at eastern Europe
Stull contacted Pinter because she
by Patrick Scullin
believed that she "was really able
Campus Ute Editor
to have her finger on the pulse of
On September ll Dr. Martha events there."
Pereszlenyi-Pinter spoke on
The purpose of the talks is to
"Hungary: As Hungary Goes, So "focus on the changes which have
Goes Eastern Europe."
taken place in eastern Europe,"
Pinter is a professor of French said Stull. " We are trying to
at JohnCarroll and a member of present an overall view of a counthe 1990 Fulbright Comisssion in try-geographic, natural resources,
Hungary. Pinter was able to ex- demographic, and majoreconomic
amine the problems and opportu- factors."
nities while on location in Hungary
"The changes in eastern Euas part of the advisory board for rope have a major importance tO
the United Nations as a lawyer. the American economy," said
Pinter specifically studied the le- Stull. Many of the eastern Eurogal aspects of business in Hungary. pean countries are developing very
Dr. Heidi Stull of the classical rapidly and if America doesn't
and modem languages and cul- watch out they will fall behind.
tures has organized the lecture,
For further information on the
which is a part of an ongoing se- lecture series call the Classical
ries entitled "Central and Eastern and Modem Languages and CulEurope: Euphoria and Agony." tures department.

Communications professor
ties the knot
Friday,Aug.23,NancyKierer --,....-"''""'"'"
erly Hackle), assistant
klrclfe5osor or communications,
Louis J. Pitscbmann were
lmArnl'll in the St. Francis Chapel.
c~~emony was officiated

The Carroll News, September 12,1991
can be picked up in the Student
Union.
Seniors in the College of Arts
and Sciences that are planning to

The SU fund-raising com-

mittee made approximately
S1330 by working eight baseball
games this past summer. This
will allow thecommitteetO make
even more money during the
football season.
The Senior class sponsored a
picinic on Labor Day. There
was a large tum-out and the participantsenjoyedthcmselvesand
the R.E.M. tribute band R.F.E.
(Radio Free Europe).
The Senior class also had a
change in their administration.
Shawn O'Reilly resigned as the
treasurer. She has now been
replaced by Mark Senn.
350 students this week gave
up their Sunday evening meals
at Marriott to support the Meals
on Wheels program.

John Spencer of the Religious
Studies department. ·me lecture
will bepartoftheFall documentary series.

graduate in May 1992 are reminded they must file a formal
application for graduation by Sept.
30, 1991. Seniors who applied for
graduation at an earlier time must
reapply.

Sept. 17 Last day to elect pass/
fail option and/or change to audit for the fall semester.

Dr. Harry Nash, professor of
physics, will be awarded the Sears
Award for Teaching Excellence
andCampusl..eadershipatthefirst
meeting of the faculty of the College of Arts and Sciences on
Wednesday, Oct 2 at 5:15p.m. in
the New Conference Room.

Sept. 18 The classical and
modem languages and cultures
will present Dr. Maria SzonertBinienda speaking on "Poland :
Business Opportunities in
Poland." The lecture will take
place at 7:30p.m. in the Jardine
Room.

Happenings
Sept. 12 Debate recruitment party
at 7:30 p.m. in the President's
Dining Room.
Sept. 14 The Black United Students Association and the Office
of Multicultural Affairs is sponsoring a "Welcome to JCU Picnic.
at 1 p.m. at Carrollodge. For further details stop into the Office of
Multicultural Affairs.
Sept. 16 The International Studies Center is sponsorin a lecture
enutlcd "Arab and Jew" by Dr.

Sept.17 Pre-Law Society's first
meeting: 8:30p.m. in AD 258.

Sept. 22 Pre-Law Society will
be sponsoring an LSAT clinic,
10 a.m. - 4 p.m. in AD 259.
Register in the political science
department or at a Pre-law
Society meeting. Cost: $15.
Sept. 24 - 25 Perkins National
Direct Student Loan sign up.

The Carroll News and the
Campus Life section wants to
hear from you. Let us know
what your organization is doing
and when so we can pUl it in the
"Campus Notebook."

WELCOME ~ASS OF '"92"'

~
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Homecoming '91 reaches for the skies
by Patrick Scullin

Plans for the 1991 Homecoming, with the theme "Reaching for
New Horizons" are well underway.
Organized by the fraternity of
Iota Chi Upsilon, the homecoming committee has already begun
to set the agenda for Saturday,
Oct 5.
The festivities will begin on
Friday when the committee will
hold a pep rally in the gym to hype
the weekend.
The first order of business involves the sky. Sky divers are set

to land on the football field at the
beginning of the game against
Otterbein.
The half time show will be performed by St Ignatius High School
Band with Tim Barrett as
the guest emcee for the
ceremonies.
Hot air balloon rides
will also be offered during
the day for free. The cost
of these rides will be absorbed by
the alumni and IXY.
All during the day, as last year,
the newly refinished Belvoir will
be closed off for different organizations to offer refreshments and

French club to offer
outlets for students
by Patrick Scullin
Le Cercle Francais, the French
club, is planning many events this
year for not only all of the John
Carroll Student Body but also for
the larger university community.
On Tuesday, October 1, at7:30
p.m. they will be presenting the
film Cyrano de Bergerac with
Gerard Depardieu. The movie
will be shown in the Macklin
Room ofthe liOrary anl!tfierewlll
be S 1 charge for non-members.
Club membership is open to
anyone and there is only a nominal membership fee. The French
club is under the direction ofCassie
Chigi this year.

The French club is also planningonpresentingTheSerpentand

entertainment.
King and Queen elections will
take place 10 days prior to the
game. This will allow for three
days of nominations. Then one

day for pictures to be taken of the
candidates. The remaining six
days will be used to vote on the
court and the king and queen.
This year, prizes will be given
to dorms and floors that decorate

their dorms according to the theme
of "Reaching for New Horizons."
Prizes will be awarded to the top
three floors.
The dance will take place Saturday evening at the
Sheraton downtown.
Cocktails wtll be served
from 6:30p.m. and dinncr will follow at8 p.m.
Bids will be $40 with a
discount card and $55 without.
"We'd like to show that there is
more to do than any other homecoming and the bids arc still the
cheapest in the past seven years,"
said Scott Walston, chairman.

"The key to this homecoming is
that we want to attract underclassmen to come to the dance and
activtties."
Hotel rooms will also be available for S89. Students must be 18
orolderandwillingtosignawaiver
for any room damages.
Buses will also be running to
and from thedancestartingat6:30
p.m. and running every half hour.
Another important factor for
the dance this year is that Safe
Rides will be providing rides to
and from the dance for anyone
who requests them.

Student and reporter give
their own sides to the war
Saxton,amcmberofthcUnited
States Army Reserve since 1987,
served as a surgical technician in .
Today at 3:30 in the Jardine Saudi Arabia during the war.
'The dicussion will be an expression of what we felt in the
junior Fred Lamarr Saxton will Persian Gulf," said Saxton.
give a presentation entitled, "Be- ..Through my personal experience
hind the Scenes in the Persian I want to make it feel like it hapGulf War".
pened to you".
Shepard, recognized as a dis"It really doesn't hit home,"
tinguished graduate of the United Saxton continued, "until you or
States Air Force School and Pilot someone you know tS involved".
.
.
.
d Saxton also srud that he wt\\ ad1 A-10 fighter pi~t i~ :~.s. dress cultural. religious, as well as
Air Force Reserve. He was called other personal topics in his part of
to active duty in January of 1991 the presentation.
and flew 51 successful bombing
. .
dunng
· Opera u·on Desert
mtSSIOnS
S
torm.

Saxton said that the lecture
will help to give two different
views of the war, that of Shepard
on the front lines of battle and that
of Saxton working behind the
scenes with the wounded and ill.
Saxton feels that the presentation will be easy for students to
relate to because he is a student
himself. He hopes that it will be
able to show a side of the war that
the televtston was not able to
portray.

by Carolyn Sennett
Asst. Campus Ufe Editor

~~~~:. ~:"/:.~~::~ ~;~~:C~i~!s~;~:r;j:~

COusine as well as many others.
All events will be posted on the
French cuJb's bulletin board out-

side of the language lab.
The French club is also planni~g on assistin~ stud.ents not only
wtth Frenc~ skills wtth the tutors

~~~~~~~~

!lilnwil~gtousist~rswtio
are planmng on studymg aboard
make contacts and plans:
If you have any quesu?ns feel
free to contact the Classtcal and
Modem Languages department.

The kcturc is l)Un of an ongo-

:a

ing CUJtiiiiJ Awareness Series that
will be spons<nd by the office of
Multicultural Affairs.

~A~

I

you
sm
about JCU over the summer?"

DINING AND TAP ROOM

WELCOMES
ALL JCU STUDENTS

Dan Collins

TimGlll

Super-senior

Sophomore

Marla Thomas
Junior

"Graduation."

''The soft tollet paper."

'The people."

'

Chris Lacher
Sophomore

Mike Kelly

Junior

Marty Kopmeyer
Junior

Enjoy the wa.an comfortable atmosphere of Canterbury
Ales. Open 'til 2:30 M-Sat. and all televised Browns
games.
• Free wings before Monday Night Football
• Daily Happy Hour specials -· $1.00 drinks
• Extensive selection of import & domestic beers
• Outstanding cuisine at affordable prices
2198 Murray Hill Road • 229-8885
Just minutes from Lee Rd.

AT-TENTION:
II Male Lacrosse Players
Mandatory Meeting
Thesday, Sept. 17 in th
JARDINE ROOM - ~%
~~
. 8:00 pm
,,, ~~~~
'

'The nasty underwear you
find under the couch."

"I didn't rn.tss anything"

"Shirley!"

'

'

.

'
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New Soviet federation forged
Gorbachev attempts to preserve crumbling union
by Dena Thacker
Wor1d View Ed ito r

President Mikhail Gorbachev
signed an agreement for a New
Federation with mne of the remaining states of the Soviet Republic Thursday.
Due LO the recent coup attempt
upon Gorbachev, the Soviet president made the decision LO draw up
a more lenient version of the
original New Federauon agreement. granting nearly complete
authority LO the indivtdual states.
The only real tic the republics
would have with the Kremlin
would be in economic, military
and customs maucrs.
"The leaders of the rcpubl ics
are not simply the conveyor belts
for orders from the Kremlin, but
instead political powers in their
own right," said Dr. James
Krukoncs, John Carroll University history professor.
The New Federation agreement has been compared LO the
United States' Arttclcs of Confederation, drawing a loose tic
between the separate republics,

said Krukones.
"What used LO be a centralized
government now distnbutes the
power among the separate nations.
Jt calls for the republics LO have
greater autonomy over thetr own
affairs," he explained.
Those republics not tncluded
in the New Federation arc the
newly freed Baltic states of Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania, and
other states driving towards independence, Georgia and Moldavia.
The remaining republics arc
willing to comply LO the terms m
the agreement for the time being,
said Krukoncs.
"The state of the government
in the U.S.S.R. is more or less a
free-for-aU; no one knows where
the orders are coming from It's a
flUid situation, but things will
eventually bouom down," he
commented.
With uncertainty in the Soviet
political forecast, Gorbachcv's
attempt to save the union wtll most
ltkely follow the pauem of that of
the British Commonwealth,
Krukoncs noted.
'fllc difficult task of the total

reformation of the Soviet polttical
and economic structures would
necessitate using a model- learning fro1 histOry, he said.
"Gv, oachcv has not shown
much knowledge about the U.S.
political system and the framework from which it came and it
docs not seem as though he would
usc it as a pattern to unify the
states of the U.S.S.R•. " he said.
Also contributing to the uncertaimy in the union, leaders of the
Sovtet republics now find themselves in positionsoftrueauthority
and many, including Gorbachev
himsclf,doubtthattheyarecapable
ofadapting tO such a dramatic role
change.
"There is sorr.e doubt that the
new leaders will be able LO succeed at their new jobs, just as there
is a doubt that the Baltics will be
able tO survive as countries on
their own," commented Krukones.
"If worse comes LO worse, the
Balucs, or many of the mdivtdual
leaders of the republics could fall
back upon the new Soviet Union,
but will try to avoid it at all costs,"
he concluded.

Ukraine readies itself for
~--~~s~
e~
p~
a~r~
ation from Soviet Union
to its command.
In a classic case of two sides
talking while neither one listens,
KIEV, Sov1et Union- While Russia seems to be counting on
Moscow politicians talk about a reconciliation while the Ukraine
"common economic space" moves toward dtvorce.
SincctheAug.I9Krcmlincoup
among the fracturing Soviet republics, the Ukrainian leadership attempt discredited the central
has called for btds from Western powers that have held the union
banknote printers to issue a sepa- together, the Ukraine has abandoned its patient progression torate currency.
Soviet and Russian leaders also ward sovereignty in favor of swift
persist in promising a united So- and complete independence.
Ukrainian leaders have agreed
viet armed forces. But in the
Ukraine, an auLOnomous Defense to support some central authority
Ministry has been created and at during the transition to statehood,
least 500,000 Red Army troops but chances appear slim for
have unilaterally been transferred Ukrainian membershtp in the

by Carol J. William s
01991

los~l&srn-

SENIORSopportunities to live
abroad next year
please call Dr. Elizabeth
Swenson in the Student Career
Development Office
397-4432

Kremlin's proposed new Union
of Sovereign States.
"This would allow a return lO
the old structures which we have
fought against and deCisively rejected with our declaration of independence," said Ivan F. Drach,
leader of the rapidly expanding
Ukrainian nationalist movement,
Ruk.h. "Themajorityofthepcople
are against this proposed new
center and in favor of full independence."
The breakup of the old Soviet
Union has given vent LO dreams of
self-rule and regional prominence
for the Ukraine, which, with a
population of 52 million, would
be one of the most populous European nations.
Unlike the tiny Baltic states
that depend heavily on other Soviet republics for vital resources,
the Ukraine is blessed with an
extensive Black Sea coastline,
fertile farmland, precious metals
and rare minerals.
These, in theory, would allow
the republic LO be economically
self-sufficient Like the other republics, the Ulcraine is tightly
bound within the political network directed by Moscow and
suffers the same inefficiency that
have made the Soviet Union an
economic baslcet case.

RUSSIA

This map shows the western half of the Soviet Union with its
breakaway republics. Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania have
·arapruc by PJ. Hn••dl&k
achieved fu ll independence.

Focus shifts from
j.- USS~9 rep~~2!iq~~
0

· = by Thomas Peppard
,:.-t
Now that most of the Soviet Union'srepublics have declared
their indepCndencc, the world's attention has focused towards
tbe eventsof lhe indiv.idualtepubUcs.The leaders, tbe hopes, me
"" c1,lltures and the dealings of the republicS' have become .:as
:.;J.mpo.nant as the dealings of the gteruet W1~·
/r' ,.
· Although citizen$ frQm Estonia to Armeriiaareenjoying their ··.
.newly found freedoms, a great numbet of social. political.. and
unresolved.

Georgia
:;.·-1 The Soviet rcp~pc of Georgia d~lared. its indcpende~ce
.:i.~APril 9. and hM ·struggled with econoril'l~~=·ethnic and p<>titiCal _
-:#rife ever since. ·~:
-··:·~-=
#~
· Food and material ShOrtages have deva$tated the republic's
economy, and drove its government to batt the C;(port of such
goods.
"'.·o · According to tbeNe.w Y01'k Times, Otorgiau presidcntZviad
;K:~ Gamask.hurdia Said a Soviet imposed''embargo" is theroo.t
.~f${ these shoriagcst;'G~roaskhurdia cfili1ns ihat the Gcorgialf
. , ~nomy wiUnot begth to recover litltil the-republic.i.scompletely

a\uonomous.

While the union as a whole has moved towards democracy.
. many fear that Gamasldrurdia is bcginoi~ to resemble a para..ooid dlCl.ator. TheN~ York Times reportid that Gamaskhurdia
:

.i,J.J9scd down an OJ?P8#~pn newspa~~~g,<kll;onstr~rs ~~2-~

@riilwered in the4.Q"cl>rgian capitat:str1'6:ihsi. calhng::fg-r~
·:;Gamask"hurdia' s reSignation.
"'
&:'Si .
For reasons he called betrayal, the president ret~ his
prime minister and f()feign mirusrer.
Fighting stin continue$ nonh o(Tbilisl where Ossetian sepa~
o-ymg ~~n~:eautOPornyfr~.~Georgian ~"6.:'

• .

.,

:t-;~ ~
,=~~~L
:l-ji~·-- .. M t.aA-•..~
. ;;;tji,L·=·:·:,.
z\jt~

0 uaVia :< ~--

-

;=;:If~.$~<
~w.,.if.J??'.

Moldavia, toea~ on the Romanilln border aod the BlaCk
.Sea. declared its .IndependenCe !root the U.S.S.R... and like
•.'V!»'vuu'~

decided

tos~n Gofbacbev's
X

agreement with ·
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Strong man government
outliving its welcome
by Neil Henry
1991 lheWOIIWlg!onPo$1

c

LILONGWE, Malawi- In the cluttered realm of vainglorious, post mdependence African dictators, there's no one quite
like President Hastings Kamuzu Banda. Banda, a U.S.-lialned
medical physictan whose age is variously given at between 85
and 95 years, continues tO rule his tiny southern African nation
with the same hard hand he broughuopowerin 1964 as Malawi's
ftrst president.
B~da is, in short, a protOtypical African super chief, a
foundmg father of his nation- like Kenneth Kaunda of Zambia
Zaire's Mobutu Sese Seko and a host of others- whose manne;
of political leadcrshir is founded more fmn1y on time-tested
methods ofcoercion and the power of personality than the notion
of democratic consent.
. Banda set his strict and intolerant style was from the very start
wtth a wholesale purge of opponents in Malawi's ftrst government and the establishment of one of Africa's most extensive and
effective secret police systems.
"I want to be blunt." the Malawian ruler said in a speech
several years ago, describing his attitude toward leadership." As
long as I am here and you say I must be your president, you have
to do what I want. what I like, and not what you like and what you
want. Kamuzu is in charge.... That is my way."
Today, that "way" continues to prevail. Scores of Malawians,
~ong the country's best-educated are in jail without charge or
tnal here- some for as long as 26 years- for the crime of
criticizing the "Great Protector" or advocating greater civil
liberties.
Hundreds of other top Malawian academics and intellectuals
are li~ing in exile in places as far away as Senegal and Spain, after
escapmg His Excellency's wrath.
The Malawian leader- who had himself declared "President
for Life" by hia~.in 1971-.isaeditcchvitbkeepinspeacc
and stability and pursuing largely sensible economic policy
during his reign. Indeed, he still enjoys close ties to Britain and
the United States, which last year increased military aid by nearly
50 percent
But many critics maintain that theoppressivecultof personality
and repression marking Banda's remarkably protracted rule have
done immeasurable hann to the development of the individual.
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Yugoslavian army lacks ability to take
charge in rebellious republics
by William D. Montalbano
0 199 lo AnQelo1 Tn•es
BELGRADE, Yugoslavia-In
its current state of violent disintegmtion, if Yugoslavia were a Latin
American country there would be
a pool in every office to guess the
date of the coup.
But no coup is in prospect here,
in the unanimous judgement of
Yugoslav analysts, diplomatic
observers and army offi cers
themselves. The armed forces lack
both the will and the means to take
charge of the hate-filled Balkan
federation, the analysts say.
"The time when the army
might have risen up in the name of
a national solution is long gone. It
is too late now," said one senior
diplomat
"The army couldn't stage a
coup because it is an ivory tower
institution that lacks the ability to
run the country. Its officers are
absolutely privileged and have
almost no connection with civilian
life. They couldn' run the
economy or social system," said
Milos Vasic, a military analyst at
the liberal magazine Vreme.
lf such analysis is right, then
there is no chance that battling
Serbs and Croats can be yanked
back into order at Yugolsav initiative, however painfully. This is
because the armed forces is the
only federal institution that retains
meaningful national authority,
however currently diminished
Which leaves the European
Community's long-shot peace effort as the sole hope of halting
bloodshed between two neighboring communities that show a
greater disposition to fight than to
talk.
Strapped for money and men,
the armed forces are one of the
principal victims of the violent
rebirth of old ethnic hatreds that is
tearing Yugoslavia apart
Now, by all accounts except
their own, Yugoslavia's soldiers
cannot be a potential arbiter in the
political flux because they have
joined the game as one of the
players.
In bloody Croatia, army units
are deployed in an ostensible attempt to keep Croat and sero forces
apart. The army denies it, but the
Croats, the Europeans and international reporters in the field all
say army units have been supporting violent land grabs in
Croatia by Serbian irregulars.
The irregulars, representing the
Serb minority in Croatia, have vast
stocks of weapons out-gunned
Croatia and independent sources
say they have been supplied by the

army. When irregulars advance,
army units are never far away,and
in a nwnbcr of Croatian citic:;, the
irregulars moved in behind the
army. according to independent
Witnesses.
"The army ha.c; compromised
its federal identity by arm ing and
suppon ing Serbian irregulars,"
Vasic said.
Not true, army spokesman Col.
Milan Gvero asserts: "Scrb1an
forces are acting beyond our
control."
Yugoslavia 's implosiOn has
been divisive and disillusionmg
for an armed insutution which says
it is adjusting to new democratic
rules but whose critics charge as
the last Communist arm y in
Europe.
"For 45 years we successfully
achieved what we were trained tO
do: to defend our borders. We
never dreamed of a situation in
which we would oppose our own
people," Gvero observed during
alengthyconversationoneday last
week.
When Marshal Josip Broz Tito
broke with Moscow in 1948, his
dream of forging an independentminded Communist state was
guaranteed from Soviet rcpnsal
by a Yugoslav army hewn from
the griuy veterans of World War
II partisans.
Times have changed. Noted
Gvero: "Now we are not protecting the country from external enemies, but from disintegrating
internal forces. We are not prepared for such a task. We are also
faced by federal inefficiency and
a lack of funds. No matter what
we do we are attacked. Even if we
sat still we would be attacked. They
attack us not because of what to
do, but because we exist in their
territory."
For every Croatian accusation
of army intervention, there is an
army counter-charge of armed
Croatian attacks on army facilities and harassment ofofficers and

their families stationed m Croatia.
Since the collapse of communasm , the army, which once
counted around 200,000 men but
is now thought to be much smaller,
hao; endured great erosion of its
national authority
Will the army remain a national force, and in what kind of
country? Or w11l it, as some predict, become Serbia's army?

World to
Campus
•A Tele-conference entitled "The U.S. and Europe:
forgmg new alliances" will be
held on Sept. 20 in the Jardine
Room. Students and faculty
will have the opponunity to
confer with people across the
nation on foreign affairs. Sen.
Richard Lugar, U.S. Representative Lee Hamilton and
European Community Ambassador tO the United States
Andreas Van Agt are participating.
•This year John Carroll
UniVersity is educating 42
students from 1 foreign
countries duough various student exchange programs.
•Any JCU students interested in talc.ing the course
"Belizean Social and Economic Development" should
attend an infonnationaJ meeting in BR-22 (in the basement
of the Business School) at
4p.m.onFriday,SepL 13. The
course runs from Jan. 2 to Jan.
10, 1992. Students will visit
local institutions, observe the
Peace Corps, and spend one
day sightseeing. Contact Dr.
VergheseChirayath in the department of sociology for
more details.

Attention: School of Business Students
Graduation applications are now available in the Dean's
Office of the School of Business.
The deadline for submission of applications is Friday,
September 27, 1991.
If you are planning to complete your coursework: in
December, 1991, May or August, 1992, you mllS1 file a
graduation application.

Also, you mllS1 file a graduation application even though
you filed one the previous year and did not graduate.

-
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Exchange student reflects on homeland
by Chris Reed
Staff Reporter

Maja Domazetovic, a Croatian
exchange student, is studying at
John Carroll University for the
1991-1992 school year. Maja, a
JCU freshman, originates from
Zagreb, Croatia's capital.
Maja completed her fiiSt year
of economics at the University of
Zagreb and is studying here in an
exchange program between JCU
and the University of Zagreb.
Dr. Joseph Bombellcs of the
Economics department helped
MajatocometotheUnitedStates.
Maja is the fiiSt student to partici-

butlohn Carroll students
should be able to study
there [the University of
Zagreb] nextyearforone
or two semesters and have
the1r credits transferred,"
said Bombelles.
In Croatia, inflation is
high, forcing both husband and wife to work,
and Maja's case is no exception. Herfather,Petar,
Exchange student M aja Domazetovic is an economist at a trade
·pboco by Moire Sacco
firm that distributes
medical instruments to
pate in this program.
hospitals and ambulances. Her
"I don't know how the mother, Ana, is a chemist working
[Croatian] situation will resolve, to improve the quality of Croatian

Communications professor
enjoys teaching, learning
by Bonnie Woiwood
Profiles Editor

Almost everyone who has
ventured through CO 100 knows
that to write and give a good
speech is not a skill that comes
naturally. Successful speechmaking takes years of work and
practice, even for an accomplished orator like Dr. Linda
Seward.
Seward just received her doctorate from Purdue University this
past May. She did her undergraduate work at Northern Texas
State University, majoring in
communicationswith a minor in
history.Shereceived hermaster's
degree from San Diego State
University. The 1991-92 school
year will be her fifth year at John
Carroll University.
At the age of 19 and at the end
ofher ftrSt year atajuniorcollege,
Seward won Texas' state debate
competition including extemporaneous speech-making. After
two years of junior college, she
joined the Air Force for four years.
While stationed at the Penta-

Tonight

Dr. Linda Seward
-pbow by Milot SKCO

gon, Seward got involved in an
international organization called
Toastmasters. The group's purpose was to help the members
learn to give better speeches by
critiquing each other's presentations.
Seward found that it is never
easy to speak in front of an audience.
"Public speaking does not come
naturally," said Seward. In junior
high school, she recaJls being so
nervous that she ripped up her
notecards without realizing it,
forcing herself to present the

10 pm- 2 am

The Eddies
Catch Monday Night Football on our

HUGE 8 ft. TV SCREEN
and enjoy FREE subs from Subway
\1\lll ·S.tt .\:(1(1 p 111 - ~:30 a.m.
Still. I !Hl p.111. ~:.\()a.m.
P.tr!--tn~ 111 rl·;~r

\lastnrard &
Visa
,\n:t·ptl'd

speech using the tom notccards.
Due to nerves during another
speech, she planned a six to eight
minute speech but ended up delivering it in one minute. After
experiences like those, she attributes a lot of her current success to her ninth grade teacher.
"I worked really hard," said
Seward.
eward's hard worle has
payed off. She represented several groups through her public
speaking abilities, including
teachers and administrators in
the Cleveland school system,
church groups, the Organization
of Chinese-Americans and the
Republican party's regional
conference.
In addition, Seward has been
able to combine her love for history with speech-making. She
was an historical guide at the
home of Robert E. Lee and has
given historical tours in San
Diego's historic district
Currently, Seward is teaching Intercultural Communications and will teach Multicultural
Communications this spring.
This course will center on African-American, Hispanic and
Jewish cultural differences in
communication.
Why did she decide to teach?
"One day when I was wallcing to school, I realized what I
wanted to do was be a student,"
said Seward.
Seward said she learns a lot
from her students' comments.
When they ask questions, they
force her to stay on her toes as far
as what is happening in the communications field. While preparingfornewcourses,shelearns
a great deal of information.
"When you teach, you're al-

water. Her 21-year-old brother,
Mladen, is studying denustry.
Maja also has family in other
parts of Croatia and even a cousin
living in Los Angeles, whom she
hopes to visit. However, she admitted that she felt uncomfortable
being separated from her family
during these troubled times in her
homeland.
"It's hard because 1 don't really know what's going on," said
Maja.
She has friends in dangerous
parts of Croatia but luckily her
parents call if anything important
happens. Her uneasiness is understandable considering she has two
cousins in the Croatian army.
Maja feels strongly about both
the Croatian and Soviet situations.
She hopes that the problems in her
homeland will improve and thinks
that Croatian and Slovenian recognition is essential.

She believes that the current
Sovtet changes will affect Croatia
as the resulting independent Soviet states will recognize Croatia
and then would have to recognize
Slovenia.
Maja believes that President
Bush could be important in the
ncar future. She thinks he should
recognize Croatia because
"America has influence on other
countries and should send peace
troops to Croatia, which is defenseless."
Arriving in the U.S. after a one
and a half day flight from Zagreb,
Maja thinks that the U.S. "is very
nice and different because everything IS spread out on huge territory."

However, she thinks Americans should get more interested in
the world because "people here
don't pay attention enough to
events outside of America"

Oversea employment
entices JCU student
a lot of English people. He lived
with other college students from
the United States and met people
An urge to work overseas led from Ireland, Switzerland and
Man Hall to England this summer South Africa.
with the help ofsome John Carroll
Hall was disappointed that he
alumni.
did not get to visit people he knew
Hall, a senior
in France and
computer sc iGe rm a n y.
ence
major,
However, he
worked for the
saw a lot of
stock brokerage
plays, includcompan y
in g
Les
Jefferies and
Mi serab le s,
Company in
traveled all
London from
over London,
May to August.
went cliffHis decision to
diving and
travel to England
frequented
was easy.
pubs, his fa"I needed to
vorite being
go someplace
The Slug and
Matt Hall
where
they
Lettuce.
·pbcoD by o.... Pq.W
spoke English,"
"This is
said Hall.
great for a resume. It's like getHe awreciates the efforts of ting paid for a vacation," said Hall.
Paul Kantz, the vice president of
A native of Rochester, Hall
the Development Office and Jim plans to work in Cleveland after
Reed from academic counseling he graduates next year.
in helping him find a job.
''The alumni networkatJCU is
Hall's duties this summer in- terrific. There are a lot of heads of
cluded setting up marketing data- large fin ancial companies in
bases and an accounting system, Cleveland."
and also dealing with stock broHall urges people to travel to
kerage computer systems.
other countries to work or go to
He got a job offer in England school because it is a rewarding
for next summer with a different experience.
company, but plans on opening
"If anybody wanted to do this,
his own computer service busi- Jim Reed is a good person to talk
ness.
to. Anybody with ambition can
Although Hall lived in London go over there without a job and
for three months, he did not meet fmd something."
by Anne Tirpak
Profiles Editor
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New organ adds spirit of music to JCU
by Chris Reed
Staff Writer

The Ble~ing and Dedication
Recital of the Louise E. Mellen
Memorial Organ was held in
JohnCarroll University's St Francis Chapel on Sunday, Sept 8.
The dedication of the Spanish
organ has a unique background. It
is dedicated to Louise E. Mellen
(1914-1977), the wife of Ed
Mellen, an invesunent banker and
philanthropist .
Mrs. Mellen, a multiple sclero.
sis patient, and her husband began
the Mellen Foundation in 1963 to
enrich the Cleveland community.
Her love of organ music inspired
this memorial.
Patrick Collon of Brussels,
built and designed the organ and
was present at the dedication
where Montserrat Torrent performed most of the music.
Torrent has been a professor
of organ at the Conservatorio Superior Municipal de Musica in
Barcelona, Spain.

The Spanish organ is one of while The Rev. Thomas P.
only four in the United States and O'Malley, S.J., President of
the only one in
Loyola
the eastern part
Marymount
of the country.
University
Mr. John D.
and ex-JCU
Drinko, the
Prestdent,
president of the
blessed the
Mellen Foundaorgan with intion, introduced
cense.
his partners and
Torrent
said the founda- l~1flm~'fn 1~1-H+rtr. mt-H-·++1 ·: was the sole
Lion has contrib~ organist duruted differently
~ ing the actual
recital
alto various colleges including
though
Ursuline ColPaukert and a
lege and Case '"~'.,''7::-:.,..,&,~
female organWestern Uni""'f'1 ·""a
ist assisted.
versity.
The music,
also chosen by
He stated,
Torrent, was
"Ed & Louise The Louise E. Mellen Organ
[Mellen) would
·photo..,..,.,. or c.mpa Miniluy written by
say to John CarSpanish comroll- a job well done."
posers such as Antonio de
During the Rite of Blessing, Cabezon (1510 -1566) and Pablo
Mr. Karel Pauken, Curator of Bruna (1611-1679). However,
Musical Arts at the Cleveland music by Pedro de Arauxo (?Museum of Art. played the organ 1684),
a Portuguese, and

The Innocence Mission takes
a spiritual journey in 'Umbrella'

.....

urgency that is often lacking in the
assembly-line ballads of today's

Domenico ZipoJj, S.J. (16881726), an Italian, was also included.
The music included Bruna's
litanicsofthe VirginandArauxo's
Batalla in the sixth mode.
Uponcompletionofherrecilal,
she was greeted by a lengthy round
ofapplauscandabouquctofflowers.
Several prominent individuals
auendcd, including the John Carroll Board members, the Mellen
Foundation members and University Heights Mayor Beryl
Rothschild.
In addition, variousJCUfaculty
were there,including Dr. Richard
Clancey of the English department, Dr. Verghesc Chirayath of
the sociology and international
studies departments, and Fr.
Frederick Benda of the English
Department. Several members of
the JCU Jesuit community attended as well.
Aftertherecatal, all guests were

invited to a reception where the
many adminstrators, Jesuits, faculty and alumni shared thoughts
on the afternoon's transpirings.
Dr. Jo Lanye, director of music
at John Carroll. was among those
present at the ceremony.
Like many others, her reaction
was !auditory.
"This was a once-in-a-lifetime
experience," she said. "It is a fme
instrument played by one of the
world's Spanish organ vituosos.
In simple terms, the dedication
was superb."
O'Malley agreed, saying it was
a "great tdea to bring Ms.
Montserrat in for the dedication
ceremony."
Lanye concurred.
"It was certainly a historic event
for Carroll ," she said.
So, the organ stands at John
Carroll University as an omnipresent tribute to fine craftsmanship and the eternal spirit of music.

:. Local Art Displays

bless us for we give our hearts to
fear, for so we give our minds to

In the following track called
Again, a certain urgency perIn this age of imitation, some
musical groups still fmd a way to "Every Hour Here," blatantly reli- vades the lyrics, asking some
create a style of their own. The gious imagery is used to convey higher being to "let us make a
Innocence Mission does just that. the importance of Christ in the joyful noise resound. 0 let us
This up -and- coming band world. He is compared to a ticket- make a noise and hear it."
from Pennsylvania has a
"Beginning the World"
unique but familiar sound;
moves away from the deeply
an amalgam of such disparreligious to a more secular
ate talents as Suzanne Vega,
plea for lucidity in a world of
Kate Bush, 10,000 Maniacs
confusion. The storyline inand U2.
volvesacollegegraduatetorn
Karen and Don Peris, the
between a life of music and
sister and brother force befollowing the wishes and dehind the lyrics and music of
mands of an overbearing
Umbrella, arc accompanied
culture.
by Mike Bitts on bass and
It is this understanding of
Steve Brown on drums and
common life as well as the
percussion, while Karen prospiritual that make Innocence
vides vocals and Don guitar
Mission such a unique band.
riffs.
In the songs that proceed,
In this, their recently recommon events are made
leased second album, the
evenmoretangibleandlucid
rhythm and melody blend in
by the fact that even the
• • • • • • • • simple lines are given the
cathartic harmony with the ·
simpleyetbucolicverse. The tllildialiiiiiiilTIIh e Innocence Mission
respect they deserve.
·pboto.-,.ot AAMR.ecoodo
"Someday Coming"
tone sometimes becomes
overly nostalgic bot always
speaks of someone's future
maintains an eerie realism halffound inside an old leafrnck- child and the trials and tribulathroughout the wide variety of ing coat, "there all the time, all the Lions of this chaotic world. Nevtopics.
while forgotten."
erthelcss, it is a hopeful tune.
"Ourself-importancegrowsso
"There is so much I would
The title track is a soft piano
ballad employing simple chord dazzling wedon'tsee You," sings Keep you from if I could," she
progressions and is somewhat ofa Peris in an almost mournful fash- sings. But, ..there is hope my
deviation from the tone of their ion.
daydream child."
last album in the lack of a steady
In keeping with a religious
From the religious to the secuand recognizable drum beat.
overtone, "Now In This Hush" lac, ThelnnocenceMissionisable
Even so, it is meaningful, void describes despair as a force which to maintain a constant sense of
of superficiality and filled with an deafens and blinds humanity. "0 spirituality throughout Umbrella.
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Sept. 27. Oct. 2S
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Cross country women win - men fourth at Case
by Julie Ev ans
Sports Editor
The John Carroll University
women's cross country team began the season with a surprising 1f
not auspicious start placing first in
a four team competition.
"It wasanexcellentbeginning,"
said Coach Tim Jeweu. "It was a
surprise to see so many do so
well."
Junior Michelle Green, competing for the f~tst time, won the
race with a 20:26 and broke a
school record.
Although due to graduation the
Strealcs lost Heather Peltier, last
year's top runner, the rebuilding
oftheStrealcswithnew and young
runnersispayingoff. Sixofthe12
runners are running for the f1tst

time and team balance has been
found.
"At this time it appears that we
have excellent team balance and
no one runner feels that she has to
cany the load," said Jewett. "We
have a number of runners who can
fmish up front"
The one important factor a1ding the Streaks' perfonnance is
theclosenessoftherunners' times.
The top five runners finished
within 20 seconds of each other
and the top seven finished within
one minute of each other.
"When you can get your top
runners within 30 seconds of each
other you ··re going to perform
pretty well," said Jewett "Of
course that is if they finish up
front. if they· rein the back though
you'renot going to do very weU!"

The closeness of the runners'
times helps build confidence and
keep the team together. While the
Streaks always run to win, they
also want to pace thclf performance.
"It's good to see the team running so close together so we can
push each other," said sophomore
Susan Stulcus. "We're trying not
to burn out so that we peale at the
right time. It's also good for the
team that every week we can have
a different number one runner so
if someone's having a bad day.
someone else can take over."
TheStreaksrun Walsh College
away in North Canton on Saturday.
September 14 in an e1ght team
Catholic invitational.
"We're looking forward to the
next meet. but it's too early to

predict how we'll do for the season," said Jewett. "We wantto see
the other teams."
The John Carroll University
men's cross country team placed
fourth out ofs1x com peling teams.
"Wed1dn 'tenter the event with
the intention of trying to do well
because we've had little preparaLion and a lot of young kids," said
Coach Don Stupica. "We wanted
to get a feel or a time trial, sort of
an indoctrination."
The Strealcs have only two returning lettermen, Junior Ed
Koontz and senior transfer student
JeffGanor, who ran track last year.
Koontz, a third year runner, fmished second in the meet and
helped the Strcalcs' fourth place
fmish.
''The team consists mainly of

freshmen and we sec this mainly
as a building year," said Koontz.
"With a few races behind us we'll
be a much stronger team."
The Strealcs plan to taclcle the
season viewing it as a time to
become familar with the competilion. According to Stupica, part of
the reasoning behind the Streaks'
approach has to do with the more
extensive level of competition the
freshmen will face as college
runners.
"We want to be prepared for
the conference mecLOn November
2," said Stupica. "We hope to use
the following competitions on the
schedule to grow and become very
competitive."
TheStrcak.s' racein the Wooster
Invitational on Saturday, September 21.

Volleyball team impressive
at Oberlin
b y Brennan M. lafferty
Asst.Sports Edi1or

Fed Up With Paying High
Checking Fees?
Get Hassle-Free Checking~
Free CheckingThats7ruly Free
• No monthly service charge • No-fee Green Machine• ATM transactions
• No minimum balance requirement • No ch arge for writing checks
All this plus only $50 to open an account, and it's FDIC insured. And for a
limited time, receive 200 personal checks free.
So avoid the hassle and open your TRANSOHIO Hassle-Free Checking
Account today at any branch.

liai&JHIO
SAVINGWANK
What banking should be.•

John Carroll University's
women •s volleyball team captured
three victories in its five matches
in the Oberlin Early Bird Tournament last Friday and Saturday
to improve to their record to 7-3.
Tiie StrealCs usca wni'u ffeacl
Coach Gretchen Weitbrechtcalled
a "team concept" as she employed
13 of her 14 players in the tournament.
John Carroll defeated Ohio
Dominican (13-15, 15-6, 15-5),
Lake Erie (15-11, 15-6), and
Denison (15-7, 12-15, 15-13)
while dropping their two matches
to Ohio Athletic Conference contenders Muslcingham (15-13, 1315, 11-15) and Heidelberg (1215, 13-15).
"I thought we played well in
the Oberlin tourney. We had a

phenomenal comeback against
Muskingam in the first game, but
then had a disappointing second
game. And Heidelberg just outplayed us" said Weitbracht
The Blue Streaks now tum their
attention to the 12 team field
Baldwin-Wallace Invitational this
Fnday and Saturday.
John Carroll's four lCam pool
consists of two NAJA schools,
Madonna College from Michigan
and St Vincent College of Pennsylvania along with NCAA III
Bluffton College from Ohio.
The Strcalcs play Madonna at
5:30p.m. Friday.
"We expect to be a better team
than last weekend. We've worked
on a different type of offense and
1four upperclassmen keep up their
great attitudes and our freshmen
keep contributing, I expect a good
weekend," said Weitbrecht

1991 wo111en's
volleyball schedule
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Men's soccer team boots
Nazareth
by Julie Evans
Sports Editor
3-0. That's how the John Carroll University men's soccerteam
began the season. The Streaks
defeated Nazareth College of New
York, scoring in the first minute
of the game.
'The first goal scored was a
major help to us and gave the guys
an early confidence," said Coach
Marie Maslona. "Nazareth was
fighting an uphill battle the rest of
the game."
The Streaks begin the season
with basically the same starting
unit, but will miss graduated Joe
Lardie and all time leading scorer
Mike Mangan. While the Streaks'
team remains basically the same,
two freshmen are starting.
"Tom Hahn and Mike Lyons
are freshmen who played to the
level we expected and we expect
them to continue to improve," said
Maslona. "They've already made
valuable contributions."
ScoringtheStreaks' threegoals
were sophomores Rich Ferrari,
Peter Duggan, and Mike Celhar.
Ferrari scored the f lCSt goal of
the game and later assisted
Duggan's goal.
Lyons made ·
L
tending the nets and helping the
Streaksacompleteashut-out This
year's performance was an im-

RAISING
For your fraternity,
sorority, team or other
campus organization.
AISOLUYILl' NO
IHV111Mflf1 IIQUIIIDt

provement over last year's game.
"This was a good game for us,
winning on the road and not giving up a goal.~ said Maslona.
Michael (Lyons) played very well
for a freshman making his ftCst
start in hostile environs."
While the team is progressing
very well, improvement is necessary to reach the level of play
acceptable, according to Maslona.
The Streaks' strength lies tn
their defense due to experience
and emphasis placed upon it in the
preseason. The Streaks possess a
strong offensive potential which
needs to be tapped.
Consistency plays a crucial role
in the development of the team.
"Our team must provide a consistent effon every game and every practice," said Maslona.
Playing especially well and
providing defensive anchors are
junior sweeper Matt Pelino and
sophomore striker Peter Duggan.
"We didn't play well enough,
but we played well enough to win,"
said Duggan.
The Streaks faced Denison
away on Wednesday and battle
Alleghenyathome,September 14.
"Allegheny is one of our
toughest because last year they
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JV football team beats Findlay
by Brennan M. lafferty
A sst.Sports Editor
John Carroll University's junior vars1ty football team used a
solid offense and a tenacious defensive effon in handing visiting
NCAA II FindJay University a I 914 loss Monday afternoon at
Wasmer Field.
"It was a hard fought, hard
nosed-type game. In the end, we
wanted to win more than they did"
said junior quarterback Rick Lytle
The scoring broke out in the
ftCSt quarter as freshman kicker
Rob Merhar booted a 33-yard field
goal to put the Streaks ahead.
Later in the fttst half, it was
Merhar again who struck for the

Streaks. Th1s time, as he Lined up
to punt, he faked the kick and
threw instead to sophomore receiver J1m Keating for a 60 yard
touchdown and a 10-0Carrolllead.
Before the fttst half ended, the
visiting Oilers were able to cut the
Streaks lead to 10-7.
The second half was marked
by a slippery, wet field, and hardhitting defenses. Leading the way
for the Streaks' defense were junIor linebacker Marty Kovach,junior nose guard Greg Fenn, and
sophomore linebacker Matt
Swingos.
"I thought that despite our lack
of practice time as a JV team that
we came together well. Our intensity was very high," said Kovach.

John Carroll managed one
more touchdown as freshman
quanerback Tim Thorn scampered
through the middle of Findlay's
defense on a 25-yard keeper for a
17-71ead.
The Streaks scoring ended
when a Fmday punt sruled over
the punter's head and through the
end zone for a safety and a 19-7
JCU lead.
The Oilers scored a late touchdown in the founh quaner and a
subsequent onside kick was recovered by the Blue Streaks to
preserve the win.
The junior varsity takes to the
field next Monday at BalwinWallace at 7:00p.m.
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weren't ready to play soccer, but
thatwon'thappenthisyear. We're
ready."
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Make your own hours,
make excellent money
marketing credit cards
on your campus.

CALL 1·800·950·8472, ext. 50

CALL 1·100·950·8472 ut.20

WHOLISTIC HEALTH
Lookingfor5successorientedpeople
interested in contributing to the well
being of others white earning an excellent income. ParVFull-time. Pro·
fessional Fitness Services 216-7797475

Carrillon yearbook needs photographers now! All film supplied!
Call Sarah at 795.{)796 for details.

CHILD CARE
We are looking fOI" a responsible
person to watch our 3 children in our
Cleveland Heights home. 3 days/
8-5. Non-smoker with transportation. 371-8952

SPORTS

Part-time job. Ught housework &
supervise homework for 11 year old.
1 block from campus 2-5 days/Week.
2:30 _.:30 pm. Attractive wages.
381-4087 after S pm.

---------t

Interviewers needed fOI" Tower City
search company. Flexible hours and
good pay. For part-time position call
543-5267.

Babysitter wanted for afternoons. 2 CARROLL
NEWS
children, Beachwood, car needed ORGANIZATIONAl MEETING
Ca11Kathyintheevening3S0-9122 THURSDAY AT 8 PM IN THE
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FEEBLE MIND MARK RAKOCY

so.

ou think you're funny. and
you think you can draw
too?
Well, go ahead and
PROVE IT!
The Carroll Nws needs
Graphics and comic strip
artists. Come to the CN
organizational meeting in the
Murphy room tonight at 8:00
pm and ask for Bnan or PJ.

•
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Think of it as separate checks for your phone bill.
.
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If you've ever had trouble figuring out just who made which calls, take a tip from us.

~
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Get AT&T Call Manager.t For free. 0 With Call Manager, all you have to do is dial a simple code. And we'll

separate your long distance calls from the ones your roommates make. 0 Plus, if you sign up for Gal/Manager

now, you'll also get a free hours worth of AT&T long .distance calling.* And you'll become a member of

AT&T Student Saver Plus, a program of products and services designed to save students time and money.

0 So sign up for AT&T Call Manager. Because there are some things roommates shouldn't have to share.

Get AT&T Call Manager today. Calli 800 654-0471 Ext. 4813.

